The energy shift of K electrons in heavy atoms due to the self-energy correction has been calculated. This process is treated to all orders in Zcu, where Z denotes the nuclea r charge. For the superheavy system Z = 70, where the K-shell binding energy reaches t the pair-production threshold ( E , ,~ -2nzc23, a shift of + 11.0 keTT is found. This shift is almost cancelled by the vacuum polarization, leaving a negligible effect for all quantumelectrodynamical corrections of order a but all orders of Z a . F o r a current discussion of the behavior of elect r o n s in these critical fields we r e f e r to Reinhardt, Müller, and Greiner; and references therein.
Paul Schlüter, Berndt Müller, and Walter Greiner Institzctfür Theoretische Physik, Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität, 0-6000 Frankfurt am Main, Germany (Received 23 February 1982) The energy shift of K electrons in heavy atoms due to the self-energy correction has been calculated. This process is treated to all orders in Zcu, where Z denotes the nuclea r charge. For the superheavy system Z = 70, where the K-shell binding energy reaches t the pair-production threshold ( E , ,~ -2nzc23, a shift of + 11.0 keTT is found. This shift is almost cancelled by the vacuum polarization, leaving a negligible effect for all quantumelectrodynamical corrections of order a but all orders of Z a . F o r Z = 150, E~: amounts t o about the electron r e s t m a s s and hence one e n t e r s the truly relativistic domain. F o r 22 170 the binding energy exceeds twice the electron r e s t m a s s and the Kshell electron gets imbedded a s a resonance in the negative energy continuum, which Opens the possibility of spontaneous positron production.
F o r a current discussion of the behavior of elect r o n s in these critical fields we r e f e r to Reinhardt, Müller, and Greiner; and references therein.
The major motivation of our investigation w a s the question whether field-theoretical corrections, such as vacuum polarization and self -energy, may prevent such an extraordinary strong binding. These p r o c e s s e s a r e visualized by the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 1 . The double lines indicate the exact propagators and wave functions in the Coulomb field of the nucleus. The dominant vacuum-polarization contribution is provided by the attractive Uehling potential. Its influence on electronic binding energies f o r superheavy syst e m s has been calculated by various a u t h~r s . "~ F o r the critical nuclear charge Z,, the Uehling potential leads t o an energy shift aE W"'=') = -11.8 keV; which d e c r e a s e s Z,, by one third of a unit.
The remaining vacuum-polarization effects in lowest o r d e r of the fine-structure constant CY but in all o r d e r s of (Zu)" with n > 1 w e r e evaluated by b in collisions of Pb and Cm with a combined charge Z, +Z, =178. F o r almost-central collision, deviations f rom an empirical scaling law for P(b) were found. The authors speculated that a strong self-energy shift of the quasimolecular l s u state could be responsible for the observed modification of the ionization probability.
In our calculations we employed the methods developed by Desiderio and Johnson,13 which may be slightly simplified by restriction to K-shell electrons. The energy shift of a ls", electron due to the quantum-electrodynamical seif-energy correction finally can be expressed in a form amenable to direct numerical evaluation (E = C = ? n = l ) ,
Here the residuum term is given by (V(Y))" is the expectation value of the potential energy and E " the energy eigenvalue of the K-shell electron. The counter term AE, is determined by The contribution of the main term aEOr(Z') for a given nuclear charge 2' can be written a s with L being the orbital angular momentum related to K and 1 related to -K , respectively. Here we have used the abbreviations QmlO*k) =Glsb,Els)~."~Ok,E"-i~)*~l,(X,Els)GKm~Olx,~ls -Lw), =G"(i,E")G,"'O@,Els-iw) +Fls(X,E"s)F,m'O~ ,E"-id), B I =h,(l)(iw?*)jl(iwx). F ,On " and G ,Oe " a r e solutions of the radial Dirac equation for complex energies which a r e regular either at the origin (X = 0 ) o r at infinity ( X = m ) ;
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In formula ( 3 ) j, and h , ( ' ) a r e the spherical Bess e l function and Hanke1 function of first kind for purely imaginary arguments.
The coupled differential equations ( 4 ) were solved numerically using the predictor-corrector methods of Shampine and Gordon.17 For hydrogenlike systems the external potential energy ~ ( x ) i s determined by the nuclear charge distribution, for which a homogeneously charged sphere with a radius R = 1.2 Alf3 fm has been assumed.
All integrations were performed numerically with Gaussian quadratures. A more complete r eport of our calculations will be published elsewhere.18
To check our computer code, we computed the self-energy contribution to the K-shell binding energy in mercury hence the nuclear radius such that the K-electron energy eigenvalue differed only by 10-3 eV-10" x E b b from the borderline of the negative energy continuum. As the most important result we found an energy shift of L E S E = 10.989 keV, which still represents only a 1% correction to the total K-electron binding energy. Therefore it may safely be neglected in investigations of ionization probabilities16 in superheavy quasimolecular systems. If one adds to this the vacuum-polarization calculations of Refs. 4 and 5 for critical external potentials, the total energy shift due to radiative corrections of order (Y amounts only to 300 eV. This tiny effect i s at present f a r outside of any measurable consequences. The various calculations for the self-energy correction of K electrons in high-2 atoms a r e summarized in Fig. 2 . On a logarithmic scale the energy shift is displayed versus the nuclear charge 2 . For Z a 7 0 it is well described by an exponential increase.
We conclude that radiative corrections such a s vacuum polarization o r self-energy may not prevent the K-shell binding energy from exceeding 2m c2 i n superheavy sy s t e m s with Z >Z " -170.
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